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 Answer all questions
Essays (about 300 words)      (2x10=20) 

1. The greatest disappointment in my life

2. Does god exist?
Answer the following       (2x5=10) 

3. What is diary writing and what is its importance in nursing?
4. Write a letter to your younger brother scolding him for asking your parents to buy

him a bike
Do as Directed       (4x5=20) 

5. what is oral reporting and its importance in nursing.

6. Construct a conversation between a doctor and a nurse in a hospital

7. Punctuate the following

It is unlikely that Shakespeare was involved directly with the printing of any of his

plays although it should be noted that two of his poems venus and adonis and the

rape of lucrece were printed under his direct supervision

8. Construct a short story

Tiger kills lady travelling through jungle _____ he notices her gold bangle _______
keeps it as he thinks it may be useful ____ later he hides himself by a pool ____
traveler comes to pool, dusty and tired _____ strips and bathes in cool water ____
sees the tiger in bushes watching him ____ terrified _____ tiger greets him with a
mild voice _____ says he is pious & spends time in prayer _______ offers the
traveler gold bangle ______ travelers greed overcomes his fear _____ crosses pool
to take bangle _____ tiger springs on him & kills him.

Short Notes           (5x3=15) 
9. Write a short note on the scene of an ideal hospital

10. Give the meaning of the words in pair & make your own sentences

  Affect –Effect    Flower – Flour     See – Sea

11. What is a shift change report
12. What is the difference between lifetime and life time

13. Exhibit a short notice regarding silence to be maintained in the hospital premises.
P.T.O 



 
Do as directed                                                                                                          (5x1=5) 

14. I am ___ (to go) to Bhopal for a week. Have you ___ (to see) Bhopal? (Choose the 

correct tense form) 

15. John did not accept the proposal (Change the voice) 

16. Noodles can be eaten with a fork ____ chopsticks (use a joining word) 

17. Harry spends his holidays ____ the cabin ___ the jungle (use appropriate 
Preposition) 

18. If you want to learn a new language, you _____ to work hard. (add suitable modal 

auxiliary) 

 
Correct the following sentences                                                 (5x1=5) 

19. I like very much chocolates and biscuits. 

20. I and my sister were good friends. 

21. He is one of the best boy in the class  

22. Four of us were invited for the party. 

23. Japan is hot than Delhi 
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